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Deaths Song
City and Colour

Well hey. This song is off of City and Colour s new album  The Hurry and the
Harm . What
a brilliant album it is too. There isn t really a tab/chord page up for this yet
so I
thought I might put one up! It s all done by ear, so if any corrections need to
be made, 
just copy and paste with the corrections!

Tuning: Standard
Capo: None

The intro:

e|-3-2-0--||-------------------------------------------------------------|-3-2--
----|
B|-------3||-----------------------------3-3/5---------------------------|-----3
/5--|
G|--------||-0-0-4\2--0-0-4\2--0-0-4\2--------4\2----0-2--0--0-2--0--0-2|-------
----|
D|--------||----------------------------------------2-------2-------2----|------
----|
A|--------||-------------------------------------------------------------
|---------|
E|--------||-------------------------------------------------------------|------
----|

e|----------|
B|----------|
G|-4\2------|
D|----------|
A|----------|
E|----------|

\ = hammer off
/ = hammer on

And you just repeat that throughout the whole song!!!

Chords used:

   Gm7   Em7
|--2--|--2--|
|-----|-----|



|-----|-----|
|-----|--2--|
|--2--|--2--|
|--3--|-----|

               Gm7
What becomes of me
               Em7
When you stop listening?
              Gm7
Do I disappear into the silence?
              Em7
Or return from the void with brand new life?

               Gm7
Will I find a resting place?
               Em7
Somewhere to wash my hands and face
                Gm7
Gathering the harvest for all I need
               Em7
Collapsing into this place of ease

               Gm7
Iâ€™m singing my death song
               Em7
Singing my death song
               Gm7
Singing my death song
               Em7
This is my death song

(intro only)
Oh oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh oh
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh

               Gm7
Singing my death song
               Em7
Singing my death song
               Gm7
Singing my death song
               Em7
Singing my death song
               Gm7
Singing my death song
               Em7
Singing my death song
               Gm7
Singing my death song



               Em7
This is my death song

            Gm7
Oh oh oh oh oh
            Em7
Oh oh oh oh oh
            Gm7 (hold)
Oh oh oh oh oh
            Em7 (fade)
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh

There we go! I think it s pretty accurate. No live videos have been put on
YouTube yet!
I m sorry if there s any errors. Just listen to the song to get the strumming
pattern if
you don t know it (:

Happy playing!

lamerestforte.


